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What is knowledge capability benchmarking?

To be part of an adaptive, smart, and sustainable
organisation, you need the right knowledge and the capability
to use it effectively.

We leverage alkAme's award-winning K-CORE framework to
gather information across 500+ maturity points and provide
deep insight into your organisation's knowledge activities and
knowledge management capabilities.

You will receive standardised benchmark results as well as
tangible, practical recommendations for knowledge
management initiatives that are tailored to your organisation's
specific situation and needs.

What improvements can be expected?

Implementing the recommendations of this benchmarking
exercise will:

Why is the K-CORE approach so effective?

The K-CORE framework is unique in its provision of a
comprehensive process to assess all recognised variables that
affect an organisation's knowledge capabilities, and to tie
these assessment results to
recommendations for
action.

reduce the costs of running your organisation
increase the value of your organisation's outputs
make your organisation more successful at creating
innovations and putting them into practice
allow your organisation to identify, anticipate and react
to internal and external environmental changes

•
•
•

•

How does the benchmarking process work?

Knowledge capability benchmarking involves deep, holistic
analysis of all relevant aspects of your organisation including:

An initial planning meeting is held to obtain consensus around
objectives, scope, method, and schedule for participation.

After this, the information collection phase commences. This
can be broken down into three components: an organisational
typology assessment; the capture of staff micro-narratives
(short stories about staff experiences within your organisation);
and the furnishing of relevant documentation such as strategic
plans and performance appraisals.

While the collection phase is underway, alkAme's UK staff
commence information analysis. This analysis process ensures
that a definite answer can be provided for each of the 500+
data points used in the K-CORE framework. If available
information is insufficient, follow-up questions or requests for
additional documents may be made to complete the
evaluation process.

The benchmark report provides a simple traffic light indicator
for each of the 12 knowledge variables. These illustrate the
effectiveness and maturity of your organisation's approach to

handling knowledge and information in a
powerful and simple way.

influences of organisational structure, culture & strategy
influences of Learning and Development, Human
Resource Management, and Technology Support
interpersonal knowledge activities
technological knowledge activities
interfaces between people and technology

•
•

•
•
•
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Knowledge capability benchmarking process

Knowlege capability
scoring

The traffic light system used to score organisational
performance against each variable of the K-CORE framework

indicates the degree to which a planned, conscious approach is
being taken to their management:

Finally, a more detailed breakdown of identified issues for
each knowledge variable is used as the basis for a series of
recommendations for action.

How long does the process take?

The whole process from initial kick-off through to
the presentation of benchmarking results and
recommendations will take between 2 to 6 months,
depending on the size and complexity of the
organisation, the level of management urgency,
and staff resourcing availability.

How are recommendations handled?

Our recommendations will always be tangible and
achievable. Our goal is to empower organisations
to take action. Organisations are encouraged to set
their own priorities for implementation.

While we warrant that we can lead or support the
implementation of any recommendations we make,
we can also simply advise and mentor as requested.

How do I find out more?

Contact knowquestion to arrange a free initial consultation
on scope, timing, availability, and price.
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Knowledge Capa
Benchmarkin

knowquestion provides more than just a report.
Our hands-on approach empowers your organisation to achieve real results.

Blending strategy, technology, and organisational design, our multidisciplinary expertise means we can
join the dots for you and provide end-to-end solutions.  Taking a holistic approach enables us to
address the root issues of your complex systems, not just the symptoms.

Our knowledge capability benchmarking program is the ultimate tool for organisations who are
committed to achieving transformational, sustainable change.

For more information:
http://knowquestion.com.au
info@knowquestion.com.au
02 6169 4494
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